Co-cultivation of whole blood from male and female muntjacs and the cell proliferation kinetics in vitro.
A mixed blood culture (MBC) of heparinized whole blood from male and female Indian muntjac has been done using the BrdU-Hoechst-sunlight-Giemsa method to study the cell-cycle kinetics in vitro. Blood lymphocytes of both male and female muntjacs show a much shorter cell cycle time, roughly, 10-12 h for the initial but only 8 h for the subsequent cycles. There is a significant difference in the rate of cell proliferation between male and female cells. The male blood cells constitute a majority of the 'slow'-dividing cells which reach a peak at the first cycle of mitosis at 40 h, whereas a similar peak of first cycle mitosis is reached by female cells at 32 h, indicating the occurrence of a high frequency of 'fast' dividing female cells as compared to those of males. This novel sex-based differential cell proliferation kinetics is observed both in mixed and separate cultures. This type of MBC method which is free of interculture variations can be reliably used for comparative studies where two genomes can be distinguished.